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Abstract—The element of certainty or al-yaqin in the context of Islamic critical thinking deals with the Islamic epistemology, which normally relates to the certainty of knowledge. This element is deemed as the highest criterion of an Islamic epistemological state of knowledge that is engaged in the critical thinking process as well as its aimed result. Thus, the objective of this study was to analyze the perception of Muslim engineering students in Malaysian higher education institutions towards the concept of al-yaqin as an essential element of Islamic critical thinking. The study employed a survey-based descriptive research and the data were analyzed using a descriptive analysis. A total of 557 Muslim engineering undergraduates from six Malaysian universities participated in this study. The findings revealed that Muslim engineering undergraduates in the Malaysian higher learning institutions have rather good comprehension and consciousness of the element of certainty or al-yaqin. It also revealed that the students’ perception on the theoretical context is better than their perception in the methodological context of al-yaqin.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this era of globalization, engineering students need to find intersections between spirituality and higher education to recapture the sense of values and purpose that brought them to their various roles and responsibilities in creating a future sustainable society [1]. The role of spirituality is potentially a very powerful avenue in personal and professional development through which the students construct a true meaning or vision of knowledge.

The Qur’anic expression of spirituality often articulates the structure of human cognitive consciousness together with other forms of thinking faculties of al-‘aql (intellect-reason), al-qalb (heart) and al-nafs (soul). These faculties certainly mark the significance of Islamic epistemological elements in which Muslim engineers are obliged to deal with different classification of senses and knowledge as well as different ways in deriving new information from them which lead to various levels of theory construction [2].

The role of spirituality is potentially a very powerful avenue in personal and professional development through which the students construct a true meaning of knowledge. Modern tertiary education, at least to some extent, has started to realize the importance of spirituality in higher education but awkwardly refuses to associate it within the context of religious faith and tradition. Thus spirituality is broadly defined as the internal process of seeking personal authenticity, genuineness, and wholeness that transcends one’s locus of centrivity, and develops a greater sense of connectedness to self and others through relationships and community [3].

II. AL-YAQIN IN CRITICAL THINKING: ITS RELATION TO ENGINEERING EDUCATION

The element of al-yaqin principally deals with the Islamic epistemology, which normally relates to the intellectual discourse on the sources, nature and method of knowledge. The term al-yaqin or certainty literally means knowledge (al-‘ilm), the removal of doubt (izahat al-shakk) or the affirmation of a state (tahqiq al-amr). Terminologically, al-Jurjani defines al-yaqin as ‘a firm belief (‘Iqtad) of a state of a matter with similar belief that it is unacceptable to have other than that state which is in accordance to the fact and impossible to be dissolved’ [4]. While al-Fayyumi defines al-yaqin as ‘knowledge generated from reflection and evidential derivation’ [5].

Basically, this definition and concept of certainty or al-yaqin can be concisely conceived from two interrelated contexts; methodological and theoretical. The methodological context of al-yaqin embraces the procedural aspect of attaining certainty by realizing its opposite values and upholding its logical propositions as represented in one part of the above definitions. Whereas the theoretical context of certainty, on the other hand, signifies the assertions of those particular natures and elements that constitute al-yaqin state as manifested from the other part of the abovementioned definitions. These two contexts of al-yaqin, in spite of their differences, hold a strong relation between them in complementing each other and signify a strong element with regard to Islamic critical thinking.

The significance of al-yaqin element in connection with Islamic critical thinking is closely related to these two contexts of certainty. The methodological context that focuses on the practical and logical aspect of al-yaqin would naturally deal with the analytical process of knowledge verification and evaluation which is known to be an essential aspect of critical thinking. Typically this context explores the epistemological discourse on the sources and method of knowledge in examining its strength and validity. Moreover this methodological context, as being a process, is also part of the logical premises for the theoretical context of certainty.
that deliberates on the comprehension of the elements and state of al-yaqin. As such the theoretical context of certainty actually functions as the aimed objective of Islamic critical thinking. This context epistemologically relates to the nature of knowledge in which it ultimately confirms and upholds the definite logical affirmation of truth and spiritual tranquility of soul [6].

Unlike the Islamic epistemology of certainty, which engrosses knowledge with the belief in spiritual realm and the ultimate truth, the Western discourse on the concept tend to concentrate more on the psychological aspect of epistemological development and beliefs. Thus, instead of looking for the various natures, classifications and sources of knowledge in defining the belief, the western liberal epistemological study in education shows more interest in generally exploring the manner of how individuals come to know, the theories and beliefs they hold about knowing and how epistemological beliefs affect cognitive processes of thinking and reasoning [7]. From this perspective, the epistemological element of certainty in engineering education is discussed within the dimension of the absolute of knowledge; whether the knowledge is fixed as a set of stone or continuously evolving as fluid relativism which makes no distinctions between evidence-based reasoning and mere opinion [8].

Thus, the Western discussion on the concept of certainty is obviously different from the Qur’anic epistemological approach that stresses more on the conceptual and methodological context of knowledge in illustrating the cognitive proof structuring process as to attain the yaqin or certain state of faith.

Engineering is the kind of knowledge that would bring Muslims closer to Allah as stated in the concept of tawhid. It is the area where Muslims scrutinize the beauty and benefits of natural resources as the signs of Allah Supremacy. Thus, Muslim engineers must be certain of this knowledge for it basically acts as fundamental premises in the effort of reaching the certain state of faith.

On the other hand, it is also vital for today’s engineering education to equip students with the ability to understand certainty and to handle ambiguity so that these potential engineers will be able to cope with tomorrow’s complex engineering challenges [9]. In his context, not only Islamic critical thinking provides inclusive theories of knowledge and cognition, but it also decisively defines the state of certainty. The element of certainty should not be examined merely from one’s perspective on the absolute of knowledge as it does not really reflect one’s level of certainty. Certainty is not simply a matter of how and what one knows as discussed by Al-Farabi [10] in his conditions of certainty. It also requires a firm self-awareness state of “knowing that one knows” as it significantly help engineers to be thoughtful, certain and determined in justifying any technological decisions. Moreover this Islamic concept of certainty would definitely boost up Muslim engineers self-confidence as well as firm up their belief and character in becoming well-rounded and respected engineers.

The element of al-yaqin is essential to the Muslim engineers due to the affirmation of its epistemological standards and nature on the two edges of critical thinking context; from the data examination process to the conclusion of a belief. Moreover the concept of al-yaqin also serves to differentiate between factual and vague opinions, and to verify the sources status and reliability in constructing a certain inference of thought. As such the element of al-yaqin depicts a distinct and appropriate perspective of critical thinking that significantly distinguish Islamic critical thinking from the current or modern critical thinking taught in engineering education.

To date, it seems fairly difficult to come across a comprehensive research that has been conducted in relation to the Islamic view of critical thinking with a particular interest in the perception of Muslim undergraduates in Malaysian higher learning institutions. One of the studies of this context has been carried out in 2012 to analyze the perception of Muslim engineering students towards Islamic critical thinking at Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS [11]. It involves 100 undergraduate Muslim engineering students and consequently found out that the engineering students have positive perceptions towards Islamic critical thinking even though they have never learnt about Islamic critical thinking as a standalone subject. As an extension to that, a further study on the perception of Muslim engineering undergraduates towards the element of al-‘add in Islamic critical thinking has been conducted in six Malaysian higher learning institutions. This study has shown a reasonably laudable comprehension in relating the religious stimulation and values with the engineering effort but reflected the lacking aspect of the perception from their deficient understanding of rational justice in Islam as the means to grasp the ultimate truth [12]. Nevertheless, the comprehension of Malaysian engineering undergraduates with regards to the element of al-yaqin in critical thinking has yet to be explored. Thus, the objective of this study is to analyze the perception of Muslim engineering undergraduates in Malaysian higher learning institutions towards the element of al-yaqin as one of the important elements in Islamic critical thinking.

III. METHODOLOGY

The study employed a qualitative approach where the survey data collection was conducted during lecture sessions at the campuses of the participating universities. Cluster sampling method was employed involving 557 Muslim engineering students from four public universities namely Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) and University of Malaya (UM) and two private universities; University Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) and Universiti Tenaga Nasional (UNITEN). The sample size of 557 respondents is considered more than sufficient for a 95% confidence level and a confidence interval of 5.

The six universities were selected because the curriculums adopted at these universities are mostly stressed on the importance of critical thinking in their program objectives and faculty objectives. Moreover, they are among the Malaysian top-ranking universities and are known for their reputable engineering and technology programs.

To administer the survey, a self-developed research
questionnaire was constructed comprises two sections; the first section (Section A) covers the respondent’s demographic data and the second section (Section B) consist of 19 statement items, designed to gauge the undergraduates’ perception of al-yaqin through its five core constitutional components of Firm Belief (4 items), Peace of Mind (3 items), Doubt Exclusion (4 items), Affirmative Verification (4 items) and Uppermost Cognition (4 items). Section B of the questionnaire employed the selected-response items format that dictated the responses on five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 for “strongly disagree” to 5 for “strongly agree”.

An expert panel of 10 individuals from the areas of Islamic thoughts and Engineering were engaged to seek for their viewpoints, validating the content of the instrument used in the study; 7 of them looked into the area of Islamic thoughts and Engineering were engaged to seek for their perception of the respondents’ comprehension and consciousness of its five mentioned essential components. The perception of the respondents with regards to these components of al-yaqin is shown in Table II.

The analysis of respondents’ profile (See Table I) exhibits that the gender representation was 54.6% male and 45.4% female that appeared to be fairly proportionate for this study. In terms of the year of study, the largest number came from the third and fourth year students that represented 68.5% of the respondents which would portray a better representation of the result as they have gained more exposure to the engineering concepts and profession. In terms of CGPA, majority (75.9%) of the respondents were average achievers who score from 2.5 to 3.49 point. The high achievers of the respondents, on the other hand, have been represented by an acceptable portion of 11% of the respondents who score from 3.50 to 4.00 point. In general, the profiles of the respondents have shown an acceptable well-balanced result that could fairly represent the Muslim engineering undergraduates in Malaysian higher learning institutions.

The perception of al-yaqin can be gauged through the respondents’ comprehension and consciousness of its five mentioned essential components. The perception of the respondents which would portray a better representation of the result as they have gained more exposure to the engineering principle is moderately high with the overall mean score of 3.48 (SD = 0.35). Only two of the five components exceed the mean score of 3.5; the component of Uppermost Cognition scored the highest mean of 3.70 (SD = 0.57) and the Affirmative Verification component attained the mean score of 3.57 (SD = 0.43). The other three components namely Peace of Mind, Firm Belief and Doubt Exclusion have the mean score below 3.5, specifically 3.40 (SD = 0.56), 3.36 (SD = 0.54) and 3.27 (SD =0.56), respectively.

Table III deliberates more on the al-yaqin finding. The finding has notably shown that there is only one item that recorded high level of perception with a mean score above 4.00. The item is ‘accept verified and reliable data’ from the component of Affirmative Verification with the mean of 4.10 (SD = 0.75) with 83.1% of the respondents either strongly agreed or agreed with the item. However, there are few items that almost reach the mean score of high perception such as the items ‘make decision based on convinced data’, ‘sure that engineering principle is true fact’ and ‘improve knowledge from doubt to certainty’ which respectively scored the means of 3.92 (SD = 0.72), 3.88 (SD = 0.79) and 3.86 (SD = 0.77). Nevertheless these three items are still categorized as moderately high perception.
TABLE III: THE DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTAGE AND MEAN OF THE COMPONENTS OF AL-YAQIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>al-Yaqin</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>SDA %</th>
<th>DA %</th>
<th>N %</th>
<th>A %</th>
<th>SA %</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm Belief</td>
<td>Sure that engineering principle is true fact</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No doubt on the basic principle of engineering</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot accept things against engineering fundamental theory</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>Moderately Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Believe that current engineering facts are indisputable</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace of Mind</td>
<td>Convinced by my own argument</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>Moderately Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certain of my engineering knowledge</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firm engineering comprehension brings tranquility</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubt Exclusion</td>
<td>Not make decision based on assumptions</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speculation is not an acceptable data</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not hesitate to make critical engineering decision</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affirmative</td>
<td>Make decision based on convinced data</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Accept verified and reliable data</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate the strength and reliability of data</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decision and its supporting data must equally convincing</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>Moderately Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uppermost Cognition</td>
<td>Conscious of the highest certainty level</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can differentiate doubt, assumed and certain data</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve knowledge from doubt to certainty</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can distinguish vague and factual opinion</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>Moderately High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are fourteen items which scored moderately high perception of the al-yaqin elements with the mean score values ranging from 3.92 to 3.14 including the three highest score items mentioned above. This wide range of mean score values signified some sort of inconsistency and variations of responses towards the element. Interestingly, this well scattered or distributed mean score is clearly noticeable in the component of Firm Belief, for which both the highest and the lowest mean scores have been recorded. While three items rated as moderately low level of perception recorded mean score below 3.00. The items are ‘decision and its supporting data must be equally convincing’ under the Affirmative Verification component, ‘cannot accept things against engineering fundamental theory’ from the component of Firm Belief and ‘convinced by my own argument’ from the Peace of Mind component which recorded the lowest mean score of 2.45 (SD = 0.89), 2.69 (SD = 0.95) and 2.96 (SD = 1.01) respectively.

Generally, the overall result recorded in the study has shown that the respondents possess rather a fair and acceptable comprehension and awareness on the element of al-yaqin. In most cases, Muslim engineering undergraduates in Malaysian higher learning institutions are perceived to be able to distinguish certain facts and data. They also seem to be aware of the basis of the Islamic epistemological standard of certainty as compared to doubt and conjecture. This observable pattern of perception is relatively apparent from the higher mean score recorded in the Uppermost Cognition component and the other items related to the similar context. However, this satisfactory perception of the respondents appeared to be more related to some features of the theoretical context whereas the level of perception on the methodological context of al-yaqin seems to be relatively low. This concern is rather evident from the lowest mean score of the Doubt Exclusion component that deals mainly with the methodological contexts. Thus, the finding has indicated that the Muslim engineering undergraduates in Malaysian higher learning institutes seem to have a moderately good basic comprehension on the element of al-yaqin from its theoretical context, but possess a rather weak perception on the methodological context.

V. IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDING

The study has basically presented the epistemological framework of the Islamic critical thinking. It has also explored the significance of that thinking within the engineering education and revealed the overall perception of Muslim engineering students towards that thinking. The findings of this study would definitely have some...
implications for the western concept of critical thinking and its dissemination among the Muslim engineering undergraduates.

The proposed conceptual definition of Islamic critical thinking has offered a unique and holistic perspective that distinguishes it from the existing critical thinking. More importantly, it has offered the Muslim undergraduates the concept of critical thinking that suits the Islamic vision and worldview that helps to strengthen the students’ religious consciousness and comprehension as well as fortify them from the secular conception of critical thinking. The proposed concept of Islamic critical thinking from its contextual element of al-yaqin characterizes the thinking’s distinctive nature from its epistemological context to make it more presentable to all Muslim undergraduates. Thus it opens a clear path for Muslim educationists to opt for this new framework of Islamic critical thinking instead of relying on a Western perspective of such thinking.

The overall finding of the study has brought to light some improper perception among Muslim engineering undergraduates of the insight and true meaning of engineering from the Islamic worldview. They only managed to relate the two areas at the surface. These students seemed to have failed to realize that engineering ventures are actually part of the broad and comprehensive aspect of Islamic teaching. This rather unfortunate circumstance calls for an effort and initiative to review the curriculum, particularly on the thinking and religious courses offered in Malaysian universities. These Muslim undergraduates need to be well conscious of the Islamic worldview and be able to integrate the religious values into their engineering knowledge and practices. They need to realize that they are actually performing their religious task and obligation by means of engineering. They have to deliberately deem engineering as the act of worship.

All of the abovementioned circumstances have implied significant concerns that require some changes and modifications in modeling the framework of Islamic critical thinking as well as reconstructing the thinking related courses in engineering education, to be initiated by Muslim educationist and Malaysian engineering faculties.

VI. CONCLUSION

The As a conclusion, the Muslim engineering undergraduate students in Malaysian higher learning institutions possess a fair and acceptable comprehension towards the element of al-yaqin in Islamic critical thinking especially in evaluating the validity and reliability of the data in order to use it to make a decision. This study also shows that the students’ perception on the theoretical context of al-yaqin is better than their perception in the methodological context. The students seemed to be aware on how to evaluate and verify data, but fell short to comprehend the nature of al-yaqin as one of the important element in Islamic critical thinking.
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